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Global dairy data

150 million households: engaged in milk production.

milk production: increased by 50 %, (last 3 decades)

Mastitis and milk quality :

most prevalent diseases of dairy cattle, for huge economic losses
(Ruegg, 2003).

mastitis problem and reproductive problems: major reasons

(79.2%) for cows permanently leaving the farm (NAHMS, 2007)

Genetics for good quality milk production:

Genomics studies and candidates genes for milk traits and mastitis

study help to elucidate the significant of genetic role for developing
mastitis resistance cattle and consequently superior quality

milk production.

Marker Assisted Selection

1.1 Background Information
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1.2 Milk traits and immune 
response in cow and buffalo

Characteristics Cow Buffalo

Mastitis prevalence High Low

Milk Production High Low

Milk Fat Low High

Is there any 

Relationship 

between genes 

for Inflammation

and genes for 

Milk fatInsilco analysis
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1.3 Intra-mammary infection and development of immune response
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1.4 Receptors Signaling during Mastitis
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1.5 MAP4K4 gene

• MAP4K4 gene located in bovine chromosome 11 with main functions in

immunity and inflammation.

• MAP4K4 is involved in various patho-physiological processes including

metabolism, inflammation, neural degeneration and cancer (Aouadi et al.,

2009, Loh et al., 2008, Wright et al., 2003; Qui et al., 2012)

• MAP4K4 gene is responsible in key processes in initiation of innate

response (Dror et al., 2007).
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• Prevalence of mastitis:

– higher in cow than in buffaloes . But these studies are limited only for clinical

observations.

– No study is performed yet that can explain this fact and identify the

possible genetic analysis.

• MAP4K4, is responsible for NF-kB signaling pathway directing to the

transcriptional regulation of pro-inflammatory genes in macrophages (Karin

& Greten, 2005).

• MAP4K4 could be the candidate gene underlying the QTL on BTA11 in

cattle (Schulman et al., 2009)
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Promoter Region Study

Promoter region play a crucial role in initiation of transcription and is

responsible for binding of RNA polymerase and transcription factors
(Sandelin et al., 2007; Smale and Kodonga, 2003).
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Single Nucleotide Association study

In genome of Bos Taurus SNPs come about

every 700 bp where as in Bos indicus it occurs in

every 300 bp (Gibbs et al. 2009).

1.6 Objectives and Hypothesis

• To find new SNPs, and Sequence based functional analysis of Map4k4 genes

between cow and buffalo.

• High quality milk production (low SCC), Disease Resistance marker gene,

Immunity between cow and buffalo.

• Sequence analysis for functional studies and relationship between MAP4K4

gene.
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Hypothesis

What makes 

cow more 
susceptible to 

Mastitis???

Possibility

Difference in expression of Immune 

related/ Inflammatory genes 

Map4k4 gene could be one

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

• Animals Samples and DNA extraction

• Primer design, sequencing and SNP identification

• Bioinformatics Analysis and software used

• Sequence comparison and phylogenetic analyses of MAP4K4 genes

• Single nucleotide polymorphism study

• Promoter cloning and generation of luciferase reporter constructs

• Cell lines and culture conditions

• Transient transfection and luciferase reporter assay

• Statistical Analysis 
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3.1 Structure characteristics of the bovine MAP4K4 gene

Schematic representation of MAP4K4 gene structure (left cow and right buffalo). 13

3 Results 3.2 Screening of Exon, CDs and mRNA sequence
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3.3 Protein Domain and interaction

We found significant difference in protein interaction and domain structure of 

cow and buffalo Map4k4

Result: 

Two Domain Identified: 
a. Protein Kinase Domain

b. Citrion homology 

domain

Cow MAP4K4 Buffalo MAP4K4

n = 500 cow

Target area: 5’UTR

CDs

Adjacent Intron

3’UTR

3.4 SNP results
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3.5  Screening of candidate SNP between cow and buffalo

SNP at exon 18 (T>G) of cow (rs209280849) is highly significant to the somatic cell score

SCC=  TT>TG>GG  (P<0.01)

.

We did not find the change in nucleotide at the same identical position in buffalo-

MAP4K4 gene indicating all the buffaloes were GG genotype
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3.6   Alignment with other animals

Domai

n
Domai

n

Conserved Region

Non-Conserved Region

Domain (1-234) (961-1241)

SNP significant for 

SCC

691
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3.6 Prediction of Promoter region and expression vector construction
3.7 CpG island Prediction/ promoter prediction

Cow Map4k4

Result:

No location Prediction

Buffalo Map4k4

Result:

1 location predicted 22

5ʹUTR and transcription regulatory regions analysis
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3.8 Relative expression of MAP4K4 mRNA in bovine 
epithelium cell line with LPS

MAP4K4 is gene 

related to 
inflammation  and 

expression is higher 

with LPS in time 

dependent manner.
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3.9 Identification of the MAP4K4 core promoter in cow and buffalo
3.10 Comparison of cow and buffalo MAP4K4 promoter strength
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4. Discussion

• The structural characterization of bovine MAP4K4 gene in cow and buffalo

genome which raveled a significant difference in the length of gene, the ORF

sequence and difference in mRNA sequence resulting changes in amino acids

in 4 different locations.

• To isolate the possible functional sequence of promoter we tested various regions 

with truncated plasmid vectors and confirmed the region -778 to -1100 bp was 

essential for promoter activity in cow-MAP4K4 gene while -452 to -608 bp was 

essential region for promoter activity in buffalo-MAP4K4 gene.

• Promoters in majority of eukaryotes has significant role for controlling cell

specific programs like the gene transcription or translation during development

of organism (Goodrich and Tjian, 2010). Transcription factors binding sites at

promoter is crucial component for facilitation of transcriptional regulation
(Jayaram et al., 2016).

• SNP association of cow-MAP4K4 at exon 18 (T>G, rs209280849) having

TT genotype for higher SCS and GG genotype for lower SCS score is very

important. Distribution of TT/TG/GG genotype in cow and buffalo

population indicates the absence of this SNP at buffalo-MAP4K4 confirming

all animals having GG allele.

• Since GG allele was found only 20% in cow and 100% in buffalo

significantly indicates that buffalo allele were resistant to the mastitis.

• Map4k4 is a suppressor of lipid synthesis by suppressing Srebp-1 in an

AMPK- and mTOR dependent pathway mechanism (Danai et al. 2013).

5. Conclusions

1. Prevalence study of mastitis between cow ad buffalo reveled higher rate of mastitis in 

cow than buffalo

2. Candidate SNP at Map4k4 for SCC revealed GG alleles (resistance for mastitis) only 

present in buffalo and only 20% population of cow

3. Promoter activity of MAP4k4 is significantly higher in cow to buffalo

Mastitis is more common in Cow than in buffalo when 

analyzed from genetic approach 
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6. Recommendation and Future Direction

• MAP4K4 is candidate gene for inflammation and milk fat respectively, so more

epigenetic studies of these genes are essential for further explanation of

functional difference in cow and buffalo milk quality.

• Similar experiment should be done in other geographic region between cow

and buffalo.

• Further recommendation for similar type of candidate genes.
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